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industry’s most advanced devices – ensuring 
faster results and greater versatility in panel pro-
cessing operations. 
Last but not least, “I-Kfa” is another excellence of 
the portfolio of Ima Schelling Group Italia. The re-
trofits for this technology help optimize the fun-
ctionalities and process J-profiles, in order to 
carry out additional operations without transferring 
the panel to another machine. 
The retrofits for routing machines allow to adjust 
the width flexibly, adapting to the specific needs of 
each project and ensuring the greatest precision”. 

“The Ima Schelling Group’s Italian branch – the 
company concluded – is committed to offering 
the highest operating efficiency of woodworking 
machines. The company provides comprehensive 
after-sales service, delivering original spares 
directly from the mother company. Timeliness and 
effectiveness in problem solving are the pillars of 
Ima Schelling Italia’s approach, ensuring production 
continuity to all industry companies”. n 

imaschelling.com

FOCUS TECHNOLOGY

TEKNOMOTOR:  
A “SHORT-NOSE” POWER SPINDLE

IMA SCHELLING:  
INNOVATION AND RETROFITTING

Teknomotor, based in Quero Vas (near Belluno)
and specializing in the production of power spindles, 
has recently presented a new model, “Comtc410018”, 
a solution that you can distinguish “by nose”.  

“Long or short nose for your power spindle? The 
nose of the new “CoMtc410018” by Teknomotor –
according to the Veneto-based company – is 
slightly longer than the other models of the family 
“CoMtc41”. But beauty is not just a nice profile: 
40,000 rpm, “Iso20” connection, liquid cooling, 
compact size and all the high-quality features of 
the “K-High Performance” spindles can be found
in the newcomer. In line with Teknomotor’s tradition, 
the motor has been developed by listening to the 
requirements of customers, who are increasingly
keen on the reliability and accuracy of their projects 
under difficult conditions”. 
To develop the new “CoMtc410018”, Teknomotor 
acquired new machines, equipment and specific 
test and measurement devices for its workshops 
and engineers.  
“It was a major investment, paid back by the 
results achieved: “CoMtc410018” is the ideal com-
panion for those who won’t get satisfied”. 
The capacity to make all new designed components 
internally has streamlined the model prototyping 
and definition process, resulting into a finished 
model in few months.  
“The technological evolution – said Stefano Ber-
tocco, communication manager at Teknomotor –
is visible not only in the features of our motors, but 
also in the infrastructures, equipment, systems, 
machines and tools that are introduced and 
updated continuously to support it”.  

The woodworking industry is constantly evolving, 
driven by technological innovation and the search 
for more and more efficient solutions, in a market 
that is getting more and more demanding in terms 
of deadlines and requirements. “In this context, 
Ima Schelling Italia stands out as a reliable and
qualified partner, providing service, spare parts 
and equipment retrofitting to optimize the wood 
production process”, officials of the group’s Italian 
branch told us.  

RETROFITTING
A focus of Ima Schelling Italia’s service is the re-
trofitting of existing machinery. “With this approach, 
companies can optimize their productivity without 
having to invest in new machines”.  
Among the most popular retrofits offered by the 
company, linear end trimming units are a key
element for woodworking operations. “Ima Schelling 
Italia provides retrofitting solutions that enhance 
the performance of linear end trimming units, im-
proving accuracy and machining speed”, they said. 
“But there’s more. Our retrofits allow to further ex-
pand the capacity of “Kfa x30” – one of the 

LAMELLO LAUNCHES  
NEW CONNECTOR “CABINEO X”
Lamello, the Swiss specialist in furniture connectors,
has recently launched “Cabineo X”, a new con-
nector in the range of drilling systems. 
This new connector by Lamello adds new appli-
cation options to the drilling system, bringing time-
saving benefits. With the new connector for cabinet 
and shelf support, you can assemble an entire 
cabinet with this system without edge drilling. 
Let’s go into more details. 

“CABINEO X” 
“Due to the open housing, it is possible to insert a 
Cabineo screw from the top and screw it into the 
counterpart with a hexagon bit – they told us at 
Lamello –. Each component can be ordered se-
parately. 
“Cabineo X” can be used as shelf support or 
cabinet structure connector. It features high clam-
ping force and does not require any additional ali-
gnment elements such as wood dowels”. 

VERSATILITY
“Cabineo X” can be used in combination with 
“Cabineo Euro 12” screws, “Cabineo 8” screws
and “Cabineo 8 M6” metric screws, as well as
with 5-mm or 3-mm shelf supports.  
“Due to the open housing of the connectors, cabinet 

structures or load-bearing shelves can be easily 
assembled and clamped at a later stage. Preas-
sembling the screws on the shoulders also simplifies 
positioning the cabinet roof. With this solution, the 
screw can be replaced later with no inconvenience. 
As a result, a cabinet with shelves can be entirely 
assembled using “Cabineo”, even in combination 
with metal parts. The cover caps in various colors 
can be matched with the color of the cabinet”. 

SAFETY
“Cabineo X” presents shelves from being pulled 
out, reducing the risk of injuries to children. Pre-
clamping secures the shelf against lifting off, avoi-
ding that assembled shelves fall off during transport. 
This feature is great for shelves exposed to vibration, 
such as in caravans, ships and railway coaches. n 

lamello.it

FOCUS TECHNOLOGY

AUTOMATION AND CONTROL  
THE EVOLUTION OF PNEUMAX
The story of Pneumax, a key player in industrial au-
tomation, is closely intertwined with the woodworking 
machinery industry. Over the years, the Bergamo-
based company has emerged as a major supplier 
of automation components for this industry that re-
presents an Italian excellence around the world. 
An innovative solution offered by Pneumax is the 
new multi-serial module series “Px”, designed to
offer compact and flexible control and management 
electronics for pneumatic and electropneumatic 

components, a single control unit that can manage 
the most popular communication protocols, including 
“Canopen”, “Profibus”, “Ethercat”, “Ethernet/IP”, 
“Profinet I/O”, “CC-link IE Field Basic” and “IO-
Link”.  
The “Px” series can be configured with I/O modules, 
both digital and analog, and in standalone version 
it can be connected to every solenoid valves 
battery by using Sub -D connector. “The “Px” 
series represents the control concept offered by 
Pneumax, a single solution that can be used stan-
dalone or integrated with the entire range of valves 
in the new “Evo” versions (series “3000 Evo”,
series “Optyma Evo”, series “2700 Evo”)”. 
Similarly, Pneumax has continued to develop com-
ponents and systems for applications in the wo-
odworking machinery sector, expanding – for in-
stance – the range of swing clamp cylinders. The 
new “Rt” series cylinders have been developed
to meet the need to clamp a workpiece by means 
of a clamping arm which when released would 
unclamp rotate 90 degrees in order to allow unre-
stricted access to the workpiece; the stroke of the 
swing movement is 21mm. They are supplied in 
two bore sizes 40 and 50 in magnetic or non-ma-
gnetic versions. 
“The Pneumax DNA – according to the company 
– has always been characterized by an attitude to
develop custom solutions, and in the woodworking
machinery business we can find, for instance, cu-
stom-designed swing clamp cylinders that can
move independently of each other; besides the
“Rt” version, they also offer the possibility to stay
completely outside the working area, simplifying 
the movements of the machining head, and they
are ideal to work in combination with our series of 
reference stop cylinders”. n 

pneumaxspa.com

“We design and manufacture our motors – Bertocco 
continued – and this requires strong commitment 
not only in terms of investments in hardware and 
software: training and skill development are just 
as critical, as required by more and more advan-
ced engineering, development and production sy-
stems. It’s never easy to find people with the re-
quired skills: reliability, attention and focus on 
details must be shared by everyone in the Tekno-
motor staff. Our training and vocational programs 
are designed to develop our professional profile 
in line with the technologies we use”.  
Being independent engineers and manufacturers 
is certainly a valuable asset.  
“On the one hand, we understand the daily needs 
and problems faced by our customers, and we 
work to offer them the same working conditions 
we would like to have. On the other, we only 
depend on ourselves, and we can give more 
direct, accurate and faster responses”. n 

teknomotor.com 
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